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THE SEARCH FOR HUMAN HAPPINESS: BETWEEN TWO FIRES 

 
The aim of this study was to investigate human feelings and find the core of 

man’s happiness. Every person was born for a happy life. For some people it is 
measured by the amount of money but for others it in glory; for someone it is in 
wisdom and knowledge, and for someone it is important to love and to be loved. 
Whose choice could be right? Is love is a major factor of happiness? To be happy 
requires confidence and to be in love needs just uncertainty. Happiness is based on 
peace, love, doubts, and anxiety.  

In the history of philosophical thoughts on love and its meaning and purpose in 
history there is special role belonged to philosophers XVIII-XIX centuries. Immanuel 
Kant was convinced that love plays a leading role in the destiny of man because ‘when 
it comes to duty not just the idea of it’. Erich Fromm’s in the ‘The Art of Love’ 
emphasizes this same idea in this book.  

We cannot abandon the happiness. Most people are not lucky. They like each 
other but do not fall in love or fall in love, but they have nothing to say to each other. 
We all are just nothing because we do not know what we want and where we are 
going. 

According to Aristotle, only the constant pursuit of happiness for himself can 
result in perfect happiness that is ‘happiness for happiness’. However, for a man to 
reach the greatest happiness means the state of the soul. The state of the soul is the 
essence of life. Therefore, life is the supreme happiness. Peak della Mirandala 
considers happiness as well as physical concepts. He divides it into ‘natural’ and 
‘supernatural’. The first is achieved by self-improvement (actually, I think it is a real 
step of happiness). The second is a return to God. One without the other is impossible, 
according to Mirandally. 

Thus, the enhancement of his personality is happiness. Fortunately, we cannot 
know its structure. It is just impossible. This is an enormous content of human mind. 
Although there is an opportunity that simply does not exist. 

Ukrainian philosopher G. Skovoroda tried to find a formula of happiness that 
would help humanity in this mission. In the fable ‘Kukushka Kosik’ he proved the idea 
of happyness as a supreme feeling of the soul. ‘Know themselves’ is purpose of 
worldwide thought in the artistic heritage of the thinker. He raised and developed 
further the idea of ‘know himself’ put forward by the Greek Socrates and Plato. 

The natural outcome of philosophy and life objectives G. Skovoroda has 
developed further in his theory of happiness. Happiness he considers first as a 
condition of independence and relaxation of mind that is achieved by releasing the 
pressure in overcoming the world and restless passion, ill will within the person. 
Happiness is fun, it is a manifestation of ‘Healthy harmonic soul’. True happiness may 
be ‘property’ of every person.  

Moreover, modern ethics in order to achieve happiness underlines the following: 
-The satisfaction of basic material needs; 



-completeness and meaningfulness of human existence; 
-The ability of humans to realize their own idea of living in situations of moral 

choice; 
-Harmony man's inner world and its external relations. 
-Ethics happiness cannot be built on a peremptory basis. However, at the 

moment we can still hear different opinions. 
The researcher J. Lubbock formulated his views on the nature of happiness: 

‘There is not only the duty of happiness, and happiness and duty’; his obligation 
derives in particular from the fact that a man when he is happy promotes the same 
happy being of others. 

 Life of a typical TV show, alternating scenes that described in the same 
scenery, with the participation of almost the same characters, and the next series is 
always looking forward.  

The strongest love is without an answer. I would rather not ever know, but this 
is true that there is nothing worse than to love someone who does not love you, and at 
the same time, there is nothing more beautiful than this. To love someone who loves 
you is narcissism. To love someone who loves you not that is love. You need to 
understand one thing that everyone should have something elusive.  
You should try to understand the phrase by Camus: ‘We must imagine Sisyphus 
happiness’. He wanted to stress that people during their life are doing the same stupid 
things, but it is possible and they are happy.  

Epicurus calls life as a life of one day. It is completing of a simple pleasure. The 
best way not regretting about anything is to try to forget. 

After all, happiness is simple. It is someone's face. It is known that 558 types of 
human societies are monogamous 24%. Most polygamous species. About aliens and 
say nothing: Galactic Charter H23 long been banned on all planets monogamy. 
The biggest problem of human life is suffering which you have experienced and the 
most sophisticated philosophy can justify a man who is indifferent in attitude to heart 
that loved her. 

In the twenty-first century love is a phone that does not ring. The truth is that 
love begins with roses and ends with thorns. We can keep yourself in good shape and 
in good spirits. 

To conclude, to become happy we must undergo terrible state of unhappiness. If 
you do not feel grief, happiness cannot be strong. Love lives long, only if each of the 
couple knows the price of it and better pay in advance. 
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